NEW AND CONTINUING PROJECTS

CSE 4101, 4102, 4201, 4202
COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PROJECTS
FALL 2007
(SWITCH TO SCREEN VERSION)

Continuing Projects

• Title: A Student Assessment System
  Team Members: Kyle Wheeler, Akira Monma
  Website: None yet
  Project Sponsor: William Shoaff

• Title: LERAD with Continuous Values
  Team Members: Luis Quiles
  Website: http://my.fit.edu/~lquiles
  Project Sponsor: Phil Chan

• Title: Malicious Code Observation Using Virtual Machines
  Team Members: Mike Sedivy, Matt Allen, John Williams
  Website: None yet
  Project Sponsor: Richard Ford

• Title: Automatic License Plate Recognition
  Team Members: Michael Kazi
  Website: None yet
  Project Sponsor: Georgios Anagnostopoulos

• Title: Packing Line Segments in a Circle
  Team Members: Harry Bullen
  Website: http://my.fit.edu/~hbullen
  Project Sponsor: Ryan Stansifer

• Title: XRTRay — A Real-Time Raytracer
  Team Members: Patrick Vinson
  Website: http://my.fit.edu/~pvinson
  Project Sponsor: Eraldo Ribeiro

• Title: USB Fuzzing
  Team Members: Roberto Hibbler, Gent Kepuska (EE), Nate Novielli, Christian Baudin
  Website: http://my.fit.edu/~rhibbler
  Project Sponsor: Richard Ford

• Title: OpenCertification
  Team Members: Timothy Coulter, Adam Zalko, Peter Lueken, Kevin Gall
  Website: None yet.
  Project Sponsor: Cem Kaner

• Title: VFIT - Virtual Florida Institute of Technology
  Team Members: Joe Giera, Dustin Leen, Kevin Ramminger, Megan Greenberg, Thomas Bedran
  (Non-Senior Design Students: James Freese)
(Content Team: Alicia Wetherald, Jason Mills, Christopher Thomas)
Website: http://my.fit.edu/~tbedran/VFIT
Project Sponsor: William Shoaff

- **Title:** IFNA Web Application
  Team Members: Sally Ellingson, Rob Levitsky
  Website: http://www.fit.edu/org/ifna/
  Project Sponsor: Dr. V. Lakshmikantham

- **Title:** OpenCell
  Team Members: Ben Burns, Eric Lord, Jim Mordarksi, Sherrell DaSilva
  Website: http://www.widgetry.org
  Project Sponsor: Debasis Mitra

**New Projects**

- **Title:** VELT- Virtual Evans Library Tour
  Team Members: Derek Brown, Sarah McLean, Patrick Kabore, Roberto Mitma
  Website: http://my.fit.edu/~dabrown/velt
  Project Sponsor: Celine Lang, Kathy Turner